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This volume is the work of many hands. Wolfhart Heinrichs’ 65th 
birthday, on October 3rd, 2006, seemed a propitious occasion to pry 
loose articles that might otherwise never have seen the light of day. 
The list of contributors is long and varied: it includes Wolfhart’s col-
leagues and doctoral students at Harvard University as well as his 
former colleagues in Europe. A tribute to Wolfhart by Shukri B. 
Abed, entitled Focus on Contemporary Arabic (New Haven and 
London, 2007), has appeared separately. Two articles by Emeri van 
Donzel on Abraha the Ethiopian (under review for Aethiopica, Ham-
burg) and by Estiphan Panoussi on the Senaya verbal system will ap-
pear separately. Wasmaa Chorbachi contributed the artwork for the 
cover. The editor apologizes to those friends and colleagues who 
could not be included—and acknowledges the good intentions of 
those whom circumstances forced to withdraw. 

Wolfhart is an encyclopedist three times over. His foundational ar-
ticles in poetics and law cover a range of critical Arabic terms (badÐÝ, 
istiÝÁra, muÎdath, majÁz, naqd, naÛm, takhyÐl, sariqa and the like), 
reconstructing what the thinkers who coined the terms are likely to 
have had in mind when they did so. Second, for a quarter of a centu-
ry, Wolfhart oversaw as editor and author the completion of the se-
cond Encyclopaedia of Islam. Finally, Wolfhart’s encylopedic know-
ledge, though carried lightly, becomes evident to anyone who asks 
him about even the remotest corners of Arabic-Islamic civilization. 
For these reasons, it seemed only fitting to offer him a gift in the 
form of a mini-encyclopedia, or rather a kashkÙl of terms from -aat 
to zarÁfa, gleaned in what I hope is a pleasantly haphazard manner 
from many fields of pre-modern Near Eastern studies. 

The terms derive mainly from the areas of linguistics, literature, 
literary theory, and prosody, with a few items from religion, ritual, 
economics, and zoology. The contributions deal not only with Arabic 
but also with the adjacent fields of the Old Iranian, Persian, Greek 
and Byzantine written traditions. Some take as their point of depar-
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ture a particular Arabic word—such as cat (qiÔÔa) or giraffe (zarÁ-
fa)—or morpheme (bi-). Others explore literary genres and subgen-
res, including the oration (khuÔba), the ode (qaÒÐda, qaÒÐda ghaza-
liyya-khamriyya), the macaronic poem (mulammaÝ), and the travel 
narrative (safar); figures within them, such as the trickster (ÝayyÁr) 
and the devil (iblÐs); motifs such as clothing (libÁs); and poetic or 
musical meter (hazaj, ÐqÁÝ). Here too are cultural concepts such as 
wishing (tamannÐ), gift-giving (tahÁdÐ), and discourse (khiÔÁb), along 
with aspects of broader phenomena, such as the role of gender in 
dream interpretation (taÝbÐr al-ruÞyÁ) or the relative merits of luxury 
goods and mass-produced commodities in economy (iqtiÒÁd). For 
some authors, the lexicon format made it easier to focus on a specific 
problem, as Benedikt Reinert describes in his letters: “Die Arbeit 
drehte sich ja eigentlich nur um das Vorstrafenregister eines Me-
trums, das längst den Status einer unantastbaren prosodischen Diva 
erlangt hat, und ich gebe zu, daß mir das Wühlen in diesem Sünden-
pfuhl nicht nur Mühe sondern auch Spaß gemacht hat.... Ich war da-
her sehr dankbar, mit meiner Genese eines neupersischen Metrums 
an einer kleinen, aber überschaubaren Ecke einmal beginnen zu kön-
nen und nicht gleich mit ÓÁlib ÀmulÐs Türe in den komplexen mo-
tivgeschichtlichen Palast fallen zu müssen.” As a result, not a few of 
the contributions are the first fruits of larger monographs. 

It is certainly in the spirit of the honoree, who has fruitfully used 
Harvard’s Widener Library for three decades, to thank those indivi- 
duals whose long-standing professionalism, dedication, and expertise 
in changing technologies have placed the books we depend upon at 
our disposal. I gratefully acknowledge my debt to Harvard’s librari-
ans, among them Michael Hopper, head of the Middle Eastern Divi-
sion, and Thomas Bahr, Brenda Briggs, Mary E. Butler, Mike Currier, 
Linda DiBenedetto, Eugenia Dimant, Edward Doctoroff, Ellen Harris, 
Larisa Kurmakov, Walter Ross-O'Connor, and Shoban Sen at the Ac-
cess Services. 

It remains for the editor to thank all those who had a share in 
bringing this volume into being. I thank Alma Giese for her invalua-
ble advice on all matters. If anything can make editing a pleasure it is 
a dependable production editor, and I have been more than spoilt in 
this regard by the technical expertise, elegant layout and unfailing 
precision of Thomas Breier. I am grateful to Gudrun Schubert for 
turning Benedikt Reinert’s typescript into computerized form, to Tara 
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Zend for smoothing the English style in record speed, to Olaf Könd-
gen for facilitating the volume’s acceptance by Brill, and to Trudy 
Kamperveen for directly supervising its production and for keeping 
her eye on the deadline. Due to factors beyond the control of these 
good people, this volume arrives (as some of our term papers did) a 
year after the due date, a delay for which I ask our honoree’s well-
known lenience. 

Beatrice Gruendler  
 

 





PREFACE 

Scholars in our field are often asked why they chose to study Arabic, 
or Persian, or Islam, or whatever the case may be. Many of us find 
the question irritating. For one thing, an honest answer often requires 
us to bare our souls—or, worse yet, to attempt to bare the soul of the 
person we were twenty or thirty or forty years ago. For another, it 
implies that our choice of subject matter somehow requires an expla-
nation or, worse yet, a defense. We cannot speak for all of Wolfhart 
Heinrichs’s colleagues and students, but, speaking only for ourselves, 
we cannot recall him ever asking us this question, or offering any ex-
planation for his own choice of vocation. From our first encounter 
with him, we understood—without having to do anything so awk-
ward as discuss the matter—that, whatever the contingent details of 
personal circumstance, all of us were studying Arabic philology be-
cause it was worth studying for its own sake. In this respect, it was 
no different from other linguistic and literary traditions—a good ma-
ny of which, as we learned, Professor Heinrichs had also studied. 
The biographical sketch that follows will necessarily present a good 
many contingent details of personal circumstance, but disavows any 
attempt to explain the origins of a scholarly commitment that has al-
ways been sufficient unto itself. 

Wolfhart Heinrichs was born on October 3rd, 1941 in Cologne into 
a family of philologists. His father, H. Matthias Heinrichs, was pro-
fessor of ancient Germanic studies at the University of Giessen and 
the Freie Universität Berlin, and his mother, Anne Heinrichs, was a 
lecturer on Old Norse. Anne Heinrichs completed her licentiate thesis 
(Habilitation) at the age of 70, and was made professor at the Freie 
Universität at the age of 80.  

Wolfhart Heinrichs attended the Friedrich-Wilhelm-Gymnasium 
in Cologne, where he studied English and French in addition to Latin 
and Greek. For Hebrew he took lessons with Hans Kindermann. In 
1960, he embarked on his university career. His major field was Is-
lamic studies, with a first minor in Semitic languages and a second in 
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philosophy. At Cologne, where he spent three semesters, he studied 
Arabic with Werner Caskel, Islamic legal texts with Erwin Graef, 
Hebrew with Hans Kindermann, and African languages with Oswin 
Koehler; he also studied Persian with Otto Spies in Bonn. At Tübin-
gen, where he spent two semesters, he studied Arabic theological 
texts and Syriac with Rudi Paret, ancient Arabic poetry with Helmut 
Gätje, Semitics with Otto Rössler, and Old South Arabian and Ethio-
pic with Maria Höfner. After receiving a scholarship from the King 
Edward VII British-German Foundation, he spent a year at the 
School of Oriental and African Studies in London. There, his tea-
chers included R.B. Serjeant, with whom he read JÁÎiÛ’s Book of Mi-
sers; John Burton, with whom he studied radio Arabic; Walid Arafat, 
who taught Islamic studies; and Bernard Lewis, who taught Arab hi-
story. He also read ancient Arabic poetry with David Cowan, Persian 
texts with Ann Lambton, Ottoman texts with C.S. Mundy, and mo-
dern Arabic literature with Jarir Abu Haidar.  

In the meantime, Wolfhart’s parents had moved to the University 
of Giessen. He was unable at first to continue his studies there be-
cause the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, including the Department of 
Oriental Studies, had been closed by the Americans after World War 
II and was only gradually being re-opened. He therefore continued 
his studies at Frankfurt, where he studied Arabic with Rudolf Sell-
heim and medieval Hebrew with Ernst Ludwig Dietrich. After one 
term in Frankfurt, he was able to begin a new round of studies in 
Giessen. His teachers there included Ewald Wagner, in Arabic, Is-
lam, Persian, Syriac, Ethiopic, and Semitics; Klaus Roehrborn, in 
Old Uigur; and Helmut Brands, in Ottoman. He also began working 
with Fuat Sezgin on the Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, 
consulting manuscripts in Istanbul and Damascus, and proofreading 
the volumes in the series. (Volume II of the GAS, on poetry, is dedi-
cated to him.) In 1967, he received his doctorate, for his dissertati-
on on ÍÁzim al-QarÔÁjannÐ’s reception of Aristotelian poetics. He 
spent the next year at the Institute of the German Oriental Society 
in Beirut. On the way, he stopped in Istanbul to read Helmut Rit-
ter’s manuscript work on ÓÙr½yo (Neo-Aramaic) with the author. 
After listening to tapes and meeting speakers of ÓÙr½yo, he joined 
the Institute in Beirut and saw part of Ritter’s work through the 
press. After his return, he assumed a post at Giessen, first as an as-
sistant professor (Assistent; 1968-72) and then as associate profes-
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sor (Dozent; 1972-8), teaching Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Syriac, and 
Ethiopic.  

In 1971, he was invited by Gustav von Grunebaum to attend the 
Third Levi Della Vida conference at UCLA, where he delivered a 
paper on “Literary Theory: The Problem of Its Efficiency.” Six years 
later, he was invited by the Department of Near Eastern Languages 
and Civilizations at Harvard University to spend a year as visiting 
lecturer in Arabic. The purpose of the invitation was to determine his 
suitability for the position vacated by George Makdisi. On the 
strength of his lecture on “IstiÝÁrah and BadÐÝ and Their Terminologi-
cal Relationship in Early Arabic Literary Criticism,” he was offered a 
full professorship in Arabic.  

In 1980, Wolfhart married Alma Giese. The two had met for the 
first time in London, at a party held by a mutual friend, but neither 
realized this until, years later, they discovered that they had been in 
London at the same time and had attended the same event. Alma is a 
fellow scholar: she studied Islamic cultures, Semitic linguistics, Ara-
bic, Persian, Turkish, anthropology, and psychology at the universi-
ties of Freiburg and Giessen, and received her doctorate from 
Giessen in 1980. Working as an independent scholar, she has produ-
ced acclaimed German translations of some of the most daunting 
Arabic authors, including al-JÐlÁnÐ, al-QazwÐnÐ, al-GhazÁlÐ, and Ibn 
ÝArabÐ, as well as studies of literary, mystical, and zoological topics. 
A bibliography of her work is appended. 

With the retirement of Muhsin Mahdi in 1996, Wolfhart was ap-
pointed to the James Richard Jewett chair in Arabic. During the 
1980s, he served as department chair for three years, and as acting 
chair for one. Beginning in 1989, he served as co-editor of the Ency-
clopaedia of Islam, New Edition, a position that necessitated travel to 
such picturesque destinations as Leiden and Morigny (south of Paris) 
where, however, enjoyment of the local attractions was attenuated by 
the need to complete enormous quantities of proofreading. In additi-
on to his editorial work, he wrote fifty articles himself; these include 
not only major topics such as naqd (literary criticism) but also such 
rarities as taÝawwudh (saying aÝÙdhu bi-llÁh, “I take refuge in God”) 
and washm (tattooing). 

Those fortunate enough to have studied with Wolfhart Heinrichs 
credit him with instilling a sense that all linguistic behavior, no mat-
ter what its source, or how recalcitrant its appearance, is rule-
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governed, and therefore amenable to analysis. Put differently, if one 
human being can say it or write it, another human being can figure it 
out, and—if properly trained—appreciate it. Admittedly, we cannot 
claim to have heard Prof. Heinrichs articulate this principle in so ma-
ny words; rather, it was simply assumed, and acted on, in the little 
classroom on the third floor of the Semitic Museum on Divinity 
Avenue. It has often been remarked that Edward Said’s critique of 
Orientalism fails to address the study of Near Eastern traditions in 
the German-speaking world. Without insisting that Prof. Heinrichs be 
labeled a German Orientalist, one might nevertheless note that his 
approach to texts was based on the (as usual, tacit) principle that me-
ticulous reading, far from being an exercise in “mastery,” is the high- 
est form of respect one can show to the products of another human 
mind. Understood in this sense, philological rigor has nothing in 
common with pedantry; rather, it is the only adequate response to 
what James Baldwin once called the “human weight and complexity” 
of others—or, to use a term Prof. Heinrichs would doubtless regard 
with genial skepticism, the Other.  

As for the substance of a fledgling thesis, for a long time no guid- 
ing comment would come forth—until one was deep into the middle 
of writing. This silence was not uncaring, nor was it part of a con- 
sidered strategy; rather, it reflected a trust in graduate students’ intel-
lectual creativity as well as a desire to give them the space to develop 
it. When it came, the comment (in our minds, the Comment) forced 
us to revisit our new-fangled ideas and decide whether we actually 
believed in them and could stand up for them. Then, after much ink 
had been spilled on a problem, a student’s direct question (sum- 
moned up with much courage) would pry loose an offhand comment, 
lapidary as a caliphal apostille (tawqÐ  Ý ), that would unfailingly strike 
at the core of the conundrum. 

In inverse proportion to pronouncements on content, dissertation 
chapters came back adorned with penciled lacework that would have 
made any medieval ÎÁshiya pale with envy. Occasionally the entire 
rewriting of a translation would end with the comment “I do not mean 
to imply that your translation was incorrect.” More commonly, the 
annotations were reticent, using the conditional, the subjunctive, or 
other modes of understatement—“less than crystal clear” and the  
like—but which the students well knew how to translate. (Wolfhart is, 
after all, what he himself calls a metaphorologist.) In some cases, ÐjÁz 
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(abbreviation) might take the form of a targeted lapse into the verna-
cular: Alma reports finding comments such as “Whazzat?” “Whad-
dayakno!” and “Peleeze!” on the margins of her manuscripts. On oc-
casion, Wolfhart had a co-author named Oskar, who left a QurÞÁnic 
type of brown diacritic dotting on the page, glossed by the impassive 
adviser as “Cat spilled coffee and was severely reprimanded.” 

Idiosyncratic annotations aside, Wolfhart is a prolific Doktorvater. 
The number of his advisees and the diversity of their research attest 
to his wide-ranging expertise and his willingness to let his students 
develop and identify their own interests. Here is a list, with published 
theses given in their published form and ordered accordingly. 

– Kevin Lacey (1984), Man and Society in the LuzÙmiyyÁt of al-
MaÝarrÐ, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University. 

– Pauline E. Eskenasy (1991), Antony of Tagrit’s Rhetoric Book I: 
Introduction, Partial Translation and Commentary, Ph.D. thesis, 
Harvard University. 

– Shoukri Boutros Abed (1991), Aristotelian Logic and the Arabic 
Language in AlfÁrÁbÐ, Albany: SUNY Press (Ph.D. thesis 1984). 

– Lisa A. Karp (1992), Sahl b. HÁrÙn: The man and his contribution 
to adab, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University. 

– Magda al-Nowaihi (1993), The Poetry of Ibn KhafÁjah: A literary 
analysis, Leiden and New York: Brill (Ph.D. thesis 1987). 

– Peter Heath (1996), The Thirsty Sword: SÐrat ÝAntar and the Ara-
bic popular epic, Salt Lake City, UT: University of Utah Press 
(Ph.D. thesis 1981). 

– Kristen Brustad (2000), The Syntax of Spoken Arabic: A compara-
tive study of Moroccan, Egyptian, Syrian and Kuwaiti dialects, 
Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press (Ph.D. thesis 
1991). 

– Michael Cooperson (2000), Classical Arabic Biography: The 
heirs of the prophets in the age of al-MaÞmÙn, Cambridge UK and 
New York: Cambridge University Press (Ph.D. thesis 1994).  

– Stephanie B. Thomas (2000), The Concept of MuÎÁÃara in the 
Arab Anthology with Special Reference to al-RÁghib al-IÒfahÁnÐ’s 
MuÎÁÃarÁt al-udabÁÞ, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University. 

– Beatrice Gruendler (2003), Medieval Arabic Praise Poetry: Ibn 
al-RÙmÐ and the patron’s redemption, London and New York: 
RoutledgeCurzon (Ph.D. thesis 1995). 
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– Bruce G. Fudge (2003), The Major QurÞÁn Commentary of al-
ÓabrisÐ (d. 548/1154), Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University. 

– Bazat-Tahera Qutbuddin (2005), Al-MuÞayyad al-ShÐrÁzÐ: A case 
of commitment in classical Arabic literature, Leiden and Boston: 
Brill (Ph.D. thesis 1996). 

– Ahmad Atif Ahmad (2005), Structural Interrelations of Theory 
and Practice in Islamic Law: A study of TakhrÐj al-FurÙÝ ÝalÁ al-
UÒÙl literature, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University. 

– Sinan Antoon (2006), Poetics of the Obscene: Ibn al-ÍajjÁj and 
Sukhf, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University. 

Wolfhart also served as second advisor on the following theses: 

– David Grochenour (1983), The Penetration of ZaydÐ Islam into 
Early Medieval Yemen, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University.  

– Aron Zysow (1984), The Economy of Certainty: An introduction 
to the typology of Islamic legal theory, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard Uni-
versity. 

– Sandra Naddaff (1991), Arabesque: Narrative structure and the 
aesthetics of repetition in The 1001 Nights, Evanston, Ill.: North-
western University Press (Ph.D. thesis 1983). 

– Nargis Virani (1999), “I am the Nightingale of the Merciful”: Ma-
caronic or Upside-Down? The MulammaÝÁt of JalÁluddÐn RÙmÐ, 
Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University.  

– Chase F. Robinson (2000), Empire and Elites after the Muslim 
Conquest: The transformation of northern Mesopotamia, Cam-
bridge, UK and New York: Cambridge University Press (Ph.D. 
thesis 1992).  

– Angela Jaffray (2000), At the Threshold of Philosophy: A study of 
al-FÁrÁbÐ’s introductory works on logic, Ph.D. thesis, Harvard 
University. 

– Maria Mavroudi (2002), A Byzantine Book on Dream Interpreta- 
tion: The Oneirocriticon of Achmet and its Arabic sources, Leiden 
and Boston: Brill (Ph.D. thesis 1998). 

These notes are written in the past tense only because their authors 
completed their studies with Wolfhart some time ago: longer, indeed, 
than we enjoy admitting. As of this writing, he is still teaching and 
writing with undiminished vigor, and—at the all-too-infrequent oc-
casions when conferences bring all of us together—appears hardly to 
have aged. We delighted by the thought that new generations are, 
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even now, trooping up to the third floor of the Semitic Museum, 
where their transliterations will be picked apart, their translations 
chuckled over, and their flights of fancy checked with a reminder 
that certain questions pertaining to the nature of the circumstantial 
clause remain unresolved. Equally delightful is the thought that the 
newcomers will be initiated into the arcana of click languages and 
the Harvard Yard Joke—both fixtures of the dissertation defense 
“roasts” where recent graduates are honored (or lampooned, or both) 
by limericks of Wolfhart’s own composition. 

It is a commonplace of classical Arabic biography to remark of a 
great scholar that intahÁ ilayhi l-Ýilm, “all the knowledge available in 
his generation ended up with him.” From an American perspective, it 
certainly seems that much of twentieth-century Arabic philology 
(among other fields) ended up with Wolfhart Heinrichs, who, most 
fortunately for us, has always been willing to share, no questions 
asked.  

Beatrice Gruendler and Michael Cooperson 
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-ÀT  
DRINK YOUR MILKS! 

-ÀT AS INDIVIDUATION MARKER IN LEVANTINE ARABIC 

Kristen Brustad, University of Texas 

The suffix -Át is well known as a plural marker across varieties and 
registers of Arabic1 for many feminine nouns, words of foreign ori-
gin, and certain other morphological classes of nouns with a fair de-
gree of predictability.2 Levantine Arabic yields, for example, Îaya- 
wÁn ‘animal’ pl. ÎayawÁnÁt and bsayne ‘cat’ pl. bsaynÁt.3 Two addi-
tional Levantine examples demonstrate the use of -Át as a plural for 
singulative nouns formed by adding tÁÞ marbÙÔa to generic and ab-
stract nouns: samke ‘a fish’ pl. samkÁt ‘fishes’ and Ôabkha ‘a cooked 
dish’ pl. ÔabkhÁt ‘dishes.’4 The singulative form and meaning of 
nouns like samke and Ôabkha gives their -Át plurals a relatively high 

                                    
1  This essay focuses on urban Levantine Arabic and relies exclusively on Leba-

nese informants, but occasional references will be made to other registers and varie-
ties of Arabic for comparative purposes. I am grateful to the Al-Batal and Kasbani 
clans, Amina Mouazen, and Kamil Hamade for their enthusiastic participation as in-
formants, thank Mahmoud Al-Batal and Rima Semaan for additional examples as 
well as invaluable comments and corrections, and retain responsibility for all errors 
myself.  

2  See Wright 1898, 197 and Fischer 2002, 39 and 126 for the classes of nouns 
that take -Át plurals in Classical Arabic. Wright remarks that some grammarians 
permit any word ending in feminine singular -a(t) to take the plural -Át.  

3  The transcription here is roughly phonemic, owing to the wide range of vowel 
phonemes in Levantine speech, and follows most of the conventions of Cowell 
1964. On the phonetics of Levantine Arabic see Cowell 1964, 1–33 and Fischer and 
Jastrow 1980, 174–182. The symbol * indicates structures that informants rejected 
as ungrammatical or not used. 

4  Cowell uses the term singulative as an umbrella term for both the unit noun 
(ism al-waÎda) and the instance noun (ism al-marra), 1964, 297. It is convenient to 
group singulative nouns together in opposition to generic or collective nouns, and 
unnecessary for our purposes here to distinguish subcategories of either group; we 
are likewise not concerned here with abstract nouns; this -Át is not an abstract plural, 
as we shall see.  
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degree of individuation, meaning that they will tend to refer to spe-
cific, prominent, individual entities.5 Each singulative noun has a 
corresponding generic or abstract noun from which it was formed; in 
formal Arabic, this generic noun often has its own broken plural 
(jamÝ taksÐr). A full set of concrete nouns in formal Arabic thus in-
cludes a count singular and plural and a collective or mass singular 
and plural: samaka ‘a fish’ pl. samakÁt ‘fishes,’ in contrast to samak 
‘fish (collectively)’ pl. asmÁk ‘groups or types of fish.’ Of these two 
types of plurals, -Át is associated with individuals and small numbers, 
the so-called jamÝ al-qilla ‘the plural of paucity,’ whereas broken plu-
rals tend to refer to groups as collectives or large numbers, jamÝ al-
kathra ‘the plural of abundance,’ in both Classical and Levantine 
Arabic.6 In Levantine, -Át sometimes constitutes one of a pair of plu-
rals of the same singular noun that have little apparent distinction in 
meaning and usage, such as meÒriyyÁt or maÒÁri ‘money,’ both plural 
forms of the obsolete Levantine singular meÒriyye ‘an Egyptian 
coin.’ Even if we identify the former as a plural of paucity and the 
latter as a plural of abundance, what does that mean? Is there some 
amount of money below which one uses meÒriyyÁt and above which 
one uses maÒÁri?  

More often, Levantine generic nouns tend to take -Át plurals rather 
than broken plurals. A number of broken plurals of the pattern afÝÁl 
are judged by my informants not to belong to the colloquial Levan-
tine register: *asmÁk ‘(types of) fish’ and *awsÁkh ‘(piles of?) dirt’ 
are both deemed to belong to the formal register only. A more typical 
Levantine pattern of generic word formation is a singular collective 
or generic noun, a singulative formed from that generic noun if ap-
propriate semantically, and an -Át plural: 

                                    
5  The individuation continuum is a proposed cluster of features of which nouns 

have a greater or lesser degree depending on both context and speaker perception. 
The features that constitute individuation include definiteness, specificity, agency, 
contextual (textual or physical) prominence, qualification, and quantification. Spea-
kers tend to mark nouns that have a relatively high degree of individuation with cer-
tain “optional” nominal markers such as definite and indefinite specific articles or 
plural forms and agreement. See Khan 1988 and Brustad 2000, 18–26 and 52–61 for 
a more detailed discussion of these concepts.  

6  See for Levantine, Cowell 1964, 369, and for Classical Arabic, Fischer 2002, 
53–64 and Wright 1898, 1:233–4. The paucity vs. abundance distinction in Classical 
Arabic is also associated with different types of broken plural patterns, with the pat-
terns afÝÁl, afÝul, afÝila, and fiÝla classified as plurals of paucity and the rest as plurals 
of abundance. 
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samak ‘fish’  samke ‘a fish’ samkÁt ‘fishes’  

wasakh ‘dirt’  waskha ‘a spot of dirt’ waskhÁt ‘dirt’ 

The plural samkÁt is semantically logical, since individual fishes can 
be counted; the plural waskhÁt is a bit less so, since it does not refer 
to quantifiable ‘spots of dirt,’ and begs explanation. The function of  
-Át in Levantine Arabic in the title expression of this essay makes 
even less sense:  

shrÁb ÎalÐbÁtak!  
Drink that milk [literally, your milks]! 

The use of -Át on this generic noun seems to fly in the face of reason: 
ÎalÐbÁt ‘milk(s)’ is not by nature a countable substance, unless one 
were referring to servings, or glasses, or perhaps cow “milkings,” but 
here it surely does not refer to more than one serving of milk that the 
poor addressee must consume. Why does the speaker of this impera-
tive choose to use this form rather than ÎalÐb ‘milk’? Moreover, if -Át 
constitutes a plural of paucity or a count plural, then it is difficult to 
explain the choice of samkÁt in the following expression, the point of 
which is that the fish are too many to count: 

bÎibbik Þadd il-baÎr u-samkÁtu!  
I love you as much as the sea and its fishes! 

The function of -Át in these two contexts seem quite different, since 
one refers to a small quantity of a substance and the other to an infi-
nite amount of individual entities. Do these two plurals have any-
thing in common? 

Wright remarks that broken plurals differ “entirely” in meaning 
from sound plurals, “for the latter denote several distinct individuals 
of a genus, the former a number of individuals viewed collectively, 
the idea of individuality being wholly suppressed.”7 This observation 
provides an important clue to the distinction in meaning between -Át 
plurals and broken plurals. This statement may be reformulated as a 
general principle in Arabic, that plurals formed by suffixation tend to 
be marked for individuation. In the case of Levantine -Át, however, 
individuation does not appear to include quantification, and if this -Át 
is a plural of paucity, its function does not extend to count plural.8 
                                    

7  Wright 1898, 1:233, emphasis in original. 
8  This finding provides strong counter-evidence to the role of quantification in 

the continuum of individuation as described in Brustad 2000. 
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My informants confirm that these plurals may not occur with numer-
als, and reject forms such as *tlatt waskhÁt ‘three piles of dirt’ and 
*tlatt ÎalÐbÁt ‘three milks.’ Cowell gives for laÎmÁt a meaning my 
informants reject, ‘pieces of meat,9 (e.g., *tlatt laÎmÁt ‘three meats’) 
in favor of tlat shuÞaf laÎem ‘three pieces of meat.’ Similarly, they 
corrected *tlatt khubzÁt ‘three breads’ to tlat tirghfit khubez ‘three 
loaves of bread.’ Cowell also cites two plurals for ramel ‘sand’: rmÁl 
‘sands’ and ramlÁt ‘(a batch, or batches, of) sand,’ but notes that 
*tlatt ramlÁt ‘three batches of sand’ is not permissible. He assigns 
the meaning *‘grains of sand’ to ramlÁt as a count plural, a meaning 
not recognized by my informants, who prefer ÎabbÁt ramel ‘grains of 
sand.’10 They assign the meaning ‘a particular patch of sand’ to ram-
lÁt, as in: 

mÁ Þidirna nuÞÝud Ýa ha-r-ramlÁt laÞinnon wiskhÐn. 
We couldn’t sit on this (particular patch of) sand because it is dirty. 

In addition, they attest that ramlÁt cannot be used to specify quantity; 
though one may say, for example, *shwayyit ramlÁt ‘some sand,’ the 
preferred form is shwayyit ramel. But if the function of ramlÁt is not 
to specify count or quantity, then what is its function? Other particles 
are available to mark specificity; why the plural? 

A number of Levantine -Át plurals are formed from generic nouns 
like ÎalÐbÁt that have no singulative. Levantine Arabic in particular 
allows this formation of -Át plurals from generic nouns; examples in-
clude zarrÐ ÝÁt ‘plants,’ from the generic singular zarrÐÝa ‘plants,’ and 
ÎummÒÁt ‘hummus.’ Cowell identifies this plural as one of “identifi-
cation and indefinite quantification” and observes that these generic 
nouns “have plurals (in -Át) designating a certain batch or indefinite 
quantity of that substance.”11 He explains the difference between the 
singular and the plural forms as one of classification (the singular) as 
opposed to indefinite quantification or identification (the -Át plural). 
His explanation is partly right: the plural does identify a “certain 
batch” of the substance. In the title example, ‘Drink your milk(s)!,’ 
the speaker is clearly referring to a particular ‘batch’ or serving of 
milk that is definite and very specific. Other generic nouns with -Át 

                                    
9  Ibid. 
10  Cowell 1964, 368.  
11  Ibid., 370. 
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occur in similar contexts; the next example highlights a very specific 
batch of bread: 

ÎammÒÐ-li ha-l-khubzÁt. 
Toast this bread for me. 

In this idiomatic expression, zÁytÁtu ‘his oil’ is used metaphorically, 
but it is nonetheless a very specific “batch:” 

khilÒu zaytÁtu. 
His oil is all used up (i.e., he died). 

The prominence and specificity of these nouns makes them highly 
individuated, and hence good candidates for some kind of individuat-
ing marking. It is this role that -Át appears to play here, and it is pre-
cisely because generic nouns are uncountable that the choice of the  
-Át plural provides a felicitous form to express individuation, since  
-Át is not serving in any other capacity in these contexts. These nouns 
will be called here ÎalÐbÁt plurals. 

It will be argued here that ÎalÐbÁt nouns constitute a functional ca-
tegory rather than a lexical or semantic category. It is important to 
note that a few count -Át plurals serve both as ÎalÐbÁt plurals and as 
regular count plurals. The noun shaÝrÁt ‘hair(s),’ for example, can be 
used either as a count plural, as in (a), or a ÎalÐbÁt plural, as in (b): 

(a) bÁÞÐ-lu tlatt shaÝrÁt Ýa rÁsu  
 He has three hairs left on his head. 

(b)  lÿsh ÞaÒÒetÐhon la-shaÝrÁtik ya RÐm? 
 Why did you cut your hair, Rime? 

Here, the number ‘three’ in (a) identifies shaÝrÁt ‘hairs’ as a count 
plural, whereas shaÝrÁt in (b), although highly individuated, does not 
refer to a quantity of hair but to a specific “batch.” For -Át nouns 
formed from singulatives, then, it is thus the context that will deter-
mine their interpretation as count plural, the primary function of -Át, 
or a ÎalÐbÁt plural, a secondary, extended function.  

The primary function of -Át as a count plural occurs in grammati-
cally obligatory contexts. In other words, when counting hairs, one 
must use shaÝrÁt. In contrast, the ÎalÐbÁt plurals constitute optional 
forms. As such, they are under the control of the speaker; that is, the 
speaker chooses to use a ÎalÐbÁt plural rather than another plural or a 
generic noun. The remainder of this essay will explore the features 
that motivate speakers to choose this form of a word. From approxi-
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mately forty examples elicited from Lebanese speakers, several fea-
tures emerge: 

1. Plural -Át nouns must be modified with plural verbs and adjec-
tives.12 Feminine singular agreement is deemed ungrammatical by 
my informants, who confirm hawayÁt ÎilwÐn ‘beautiful breeze,’ re-
ject *hawayÁt Îilwe, and verify the following judgments: 

il-ÎalÐbÁt illi bi-l-barrÁd ÎayintizÝu! (not *ÎatintiziÝ) 
The milk that’s in the refrigerator will spoil!  

lÿk, iz-zarrÐÝÁt Ýam bimÙtu! (not *Ýam bitmÙt) 
Hey, the plants are dying! 

The use of plural verb forms rather than feminine singular under-
scores the specificity and contextual prominence of ‘this milk’ and 
‘these plants.’  

2. As Cowell points out, the -Át plurals tend to occur on nouns modi-
fied with possessive pronoun suffixes, such as trÁbÁtu ‘its dirt’ and 
meÒrÐyyÁtna ‘our money’ in the following:13  

trÁbÁtu mnÁh—mÁ beddon taghyÐr!  
It’s [the planter’s] dirt is good—it doesn’t need changing! 

ÎaÔÔayna meÒriyyÁtna bi-l-bank. 
We put our money in the bank. 

In fact, informants confirm that the second example cannot be ex-
pressed with the plural maÒÁri:  

*ÎaÔÔayna maÒÁrÐna bi-l-bank. 
We put our money in the bank. 

Nor is it permissible to say *maÒÁrÐhon ‘their money,’ or *maÒÁrÐkon 
‘your (pl.) money,’ or assign any specific monetary possession with 
maÒÁri. Conversely, meÒriyyÁt is not used to refer to money in gen-
eral, only to a particular “pot” of money belonging to a known per-
son or institution, and it carries no implications about the amount of 
money involved. The high degree of correlation between possessive 
marking and -Át provides further evidence that the individuation of a 
noun plays a role in the choice of plural marking in spoken Arabic, 

                                    
12  Cowell attests that plural agreement “almost always” goes hand-in-hand with 

paucal plurals, “especially plurals of unit nouns,” 1964, 425.  
13  Ibid., 371. 
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and that, in cases where two plurals exist of the same noun,-Át marks 
a relatively high degree of individuation rather than paucity.14 

3. ÎalÐbÁt plurals are regularly modified with the anaphoric demon-
strative article ha, 15 which marks entities that are exactly identifiable 
to both interlocutors and that have contextual prominence:  

khayy! ma-aÎla ha-l-brÙdÁt!  
Ahh! How beautiful this cool air is! 

shÐlÙ-li ha-l-waskhÁt min h½n! 
Get this dirt out of here (for me)! 

Similarly, ÎalÐbÁt plurals are occasionally marked with the “ethical 
dative” la-:16 

lÿsh ÞaÒÒetÐhon la-shaÝrÁtik ya RÐm?  
Why did you cut your hair, Rime?  

The ethical dative indicates the speaker’s empathy as it elicits empa-
thy on the part of the hearer; in other words, it invokes a shared point 
of view or attitude among interlocutors. Its use here on shaÝrÁt draws 
attention to this noun and signals some kind of attitude or feeling to-
ward it.  
                                    

14  That a similar relationship between the plural of paucity and individuation 
may be at work in Classical Arabic is suggested by an anecdote in which al-NÁbigha 
al-DhubyÁnÐ criticizes ÍassÁn b. ThÁbit’s use of paucal plural forms jafanÁt ‘bowls’ 
and asyÁf ‘swords’ to refer to a large number in the following line (YaÝqÙb 1998, 
301): 

la-nÁ l-jafanÁtu l-ghurru yalmaÝna bi-l-ÃuÎÁ  
Ours are the white bowls glistening in the midmorning sun, 
wa-asyÁfunÁ yaqÔurna min najdatin damÁ 
and our swords drip blood from [our] heroism. 

YaÝqÙb notes that others disagreed with this criticism on the basis that the pronoun 
suffix -nÁ on asyÁf “turns it into the [plural of] abundance,” and that al-jafanÁt can 
function as either paucal or abundant precisely because it is a sound plural (jamÝ sÁ-
lim) (ibid.). The implication of this reasoning is that a highly individuated plural of 
paucity (as indicated by, e.g., the definite article or a possessive pronoun) provides a 
kind of emphasis similar to that of a plural of abundance. Disagreements over the 
usage of plurals of paucity and abundance may result in part from an incomplete de-
finition of the function of plurals of paucity. It may be that jamÝ al-qilla functions as 
an individuated plural as well as the plural of a small number. In this case, then, the 
paucal plurals of swords and bowls would not refer to a small number but rather 
highlight their specificity and importance. SÐbawayh (d. ca. 795) cites this verse as a 
counter-example to the principle that -Át functions as a paucal plural, without men-
tion of al-NÁbigha or his criticism (3:578). 

15  Discussed in Brustad 2000, 115–7. 
16  Described in Cowell 1964, 483. 
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4. These plurals normally refer to a noun in the immediate vicinity of 
the speech act and are contextually important. In fact, it is precisely 
because speakers understand the -Át plurals to have this function that 
they can use it to invoke an entity as if it were present. One might 
say about a mutual friend,  

shift dyÁn il-y½m, shaÝrÁta shu ÔawlÁnÐn!  
I saw Diane today, her hair has gotten so long!  

These ÎalÐbÁt plurals allow speakers to describe something unseen, 
but which they want their interlocutor(s) to imagine. One might de-
scribe a lovely summer day to someone who was or was not present 
by saying, 

ÞaÝadna bi-ha-sh-shamsÁt!  
We sat in that sun!17  

Obviously, the use of the plural shamsÁt ‘sunrays’ has nothing to do 
with either identification or quantity, since the sun is a unique entity 
known to all parties, but it does have to do with invoking the beauty 
of the sun and the day, as if the speaker would like to transport his or 
her listeners to that exact time and place. Likewise, an unrealized 
event can be evoked: here, the co-occurrence of the anaphoric de-
monstrative ha- and the plural shamsât combine to summon the im-
age to the present in a speech act meant to make us wish we were al-
ready there: 

tacu u u’cudu macna bi-ha-sh-shamsât …  
Come and sit with us sit in that sun … 

The shared features of ÎalÐbÁt plurals, specificity, contextual promi-
nence, and plural agreement patterns, all constitute features of the in-
dividuation paradigm. Examples and informant judgments adduced so 
far support three claims: (1) Speakers use the -Át plural suffix to high-
light very specific entities central to the speech context. (2) Although 
the entities so designated normally constitute a small amount—if only 
because they are physically present—this plural has no intrinsic rela-
tionship to a small number or count plural. (3) These plurals do not 
usually refer to more than one “batch.” However, in some contexts, 
the “batch” referred to by ÎalÐbÁt plurals is not contextually promi-
                                    

17  We might paraphrase the English in a colloquial register: ‘We caught some 
rays!’ with the caveat that this American English expression has a more limited so-
ciolinguistic register than the Arabic. 
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nent and can be rather abstract. Informants agree that the following 
compliment constitutes a general statement that does not necessarily 
refer to cooked food immediately present or even to a specific dish: 

ÔabkhÁtik shu ÔayybÐn!  
Your cooking is [always] so tasty!  

Although ÔabkhÁtik is specified with a highly animate second person 
possessive, the fact that it does not refer to anything specific in the 
immediate context would seem to lower its overall individuation and 
make it a counter-example to our theory. A similar example refers to 
the local grocer’s yoghurt cheese (labne) in general, not to a specific 
batch:  

Abu Jiryes labnÁtu ÔayybÐn! 
Abou Jirius’ yoghurt cheese is delicious! 

If -Át does not emphasize specification in this particular type of con-
text, what nuance does it add? The plurals in both examples appear to 
be closely linked with their possessors, as if the human element were 
an important factor in the choice of form here. 

It may be stated with some confidence that these plurals are not 
used in indefinite noun phrases or to express a small but unspecified 
quantity. Several informants judged the following examples to be 
ungrammatical: 

*fÐ shwayyit laÎmÁt beddi sÁwi minnon bÁmye. 
There is a little bit of meat I want to make okra with. 

*baÝd fÐ nitfit ÎummÒÁt, beddik tÁklÐhon? 
There is still a tiny bit of hummus, do you want to eat it? 

Rather, the indefinite generic nouns are used to express an unspeci-
fied small quantity. Contrast the preceding examples with the follow-
ing accepted versions: 

fÐ shwayyit laÎm beddi sÁwi minnon bÁmye. 
There is a little bit of meat I want to make okra with. 

baÝd fÐ nitfit ÎummuÒ, beddik tÁklÐhon? 
There is still a tiny bit of hummus, do you want to eat it? 

A ÎalÐbÁt plural may be used to indicate a small amount only if it is 
definite, specific, and immediately present. The context of the fol-
lowing utterance appears to emphasize the smallness of the quantity 
as well: 
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ha-sh-shwayyit il-laÎmÁt mish ÎarzÁnÐn baÞa, khallÒÐhon! 
This tiny little bit of meat is not worth [keeping], finish it! 

It remains to explain what particular nuance is added to expressing a 
small quantity by the use of laÎmÁt ‘meat’ here. The smallness of the 
quantity is exaggerated as if to enhance the appeal to the listener to 
eat the meat, as if the speaker were using a diminutive. The embel-
lished emphasis on the small here suggests that this type of phrase 
represents a kind of periphrastic diminutive. But does this mean that 
we can claim a diminutive meaning as a secondary function of this  
-Át plural? 

Traditional descriptions of the Classical Arabic diminutive list, in 
addition to its primary function indicating smallness, secondary func-
tions that include endearment or tenderness (tamlÐÎ), contempt or 
disdain (taÎqÐr), and enhancement (taÝÛÐm).18 These secondary func-
tions are all closely related in that they express speaker attitude. In 
fact “enhancement” subsumes both distaste and endearment, which 
are after all merely opposite ends of the same emotional continuum, 
one that represents the speaker’s feelings about an entity. The spe-
cific value of the “enhancement” may depend either on context or on 
the particular lexical item, or both. The diminutive form is an op-
tional way to name or identify an entity; hence, speakers choose to 
use it, and they do so in order to express a particular attitude or feel-
ing toward it. Similarly, speakers of Levantine Arabic choose to use 
an -Át plural in its secondary role—that is, not to express a count plu-
ral but as a marker on a generic noun—in order to convey an attitude 
about it. It has been argued that point of view or empathy plays a role 
in sentence role marking in Levantine Arabic;19 here it will be argued 
that part of the function of -Át is to express feeling in a way similar to 
the diminutive in those varieties and registers of Arabic in which it is 
productive.  

 

                                    
18  Wright 1898, 166 and Fischer 2002, 51. Fück finds these functions for the di-

minutive of paucal plurals as well, 1936, 636. In addition, these functions are cata-
logued in several dialect descriptions, such as Masliyah’s study of diminutives in 
Iraqi Arabic, 1997, 68–9. He includes in this category a wide range of morphological 
forms, perhaps a bit too wide at times, but his argument that diminutive meanings 
are conveyed by a wide range of morphological forms deserves consideration. How-
ever, he does not include -Át in his survey. 

19  Brustad 2000, 359–60. 
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Some circumstantial evidence for a linkage between the diminu-
tive and ÎalÐbÁt plurals is found in their distribution. In spoken Ara-
bic, morphological diminutive forms and the ÎalÐbÁt plurals as pro-
ductive categories appear to lie in complementary distribution with 
each other: the former is productive mainly in bedouin and western 
sedentary dialects, whereas the latter is found mainly in the urban 
Levant, where there exists no productive form to express diminutive 
meaning other than a periphrastic ~ ÒghÐr ‘a small ~.’ 20 More signifi-
cant is the contextual distribution of both forms. Rosenhouse notes 
that North African sedentary dialects employ “diminutive patterns in 
great frequency, and in women’s speech, especially, these patterns 
are used both for endearment and for contempt, according to 
needs.”21 It is true that a large percentage of these elicited examples 
of the ÎalÐbÁt plurals belong to the category of foods, from ÔÎÐnÁt 
‘flour’ to fÙlÁt ‘fava beans’ to rezzÁt ‘rice,’ but while this observation 
might bring to mind the centrality of food in Levantine culture, clo-
ser inspection of the situations in which they occur reveals that it is 
the acts of cooking and eating that stimulate the production of 
ÎalÐbÁt plurals. These acts take place in the intimate setting of the 
home among family, a context that allows free emotional expression. 
Moreover, they often appear in imperatives, in which their role may 
to be to emphasize the smallness of the object of the command, 
thereby softening its tone. The following imperatives contain -Át plu-
rals used in interactions among family members. The occurrence of 
the ethical dative -li ‘for me’ on the first two makes overt a height-
ened degree of speaker attachment; here, it is argued that the use of 
the -Át plural forms plays a similar role. In effect, the -Át plurals here 
function as a kind of tenderness from speaker to addressee: 

nazzil-li ghasÐlÁtak ÎabÐbi. 
Bring me your dirty laundry, dear. 

ÎuÔÔi r-rezzÁt Ýa n-nÁr.  
Put the rice on the stove. 

                                    
20  Cowell 1964, 310 notes that “only a few Syrian Arabic nouns have diminu-

tives,” and Rosenhouse 1984, 23 considers the diminutive as a productive category 
to be a feature of bedouin and western sedentary dialects. De Jong, however, reports 
that evidence of its productivity among Sinai bedouins is “inconclusive” (2000, 38). 
Moreover, I cannot claim that the function of ÎalÐbÁt plurals as I describe them here 
are limited to the urban Levant, merely that I have enough data to attest to them and 
analyze them in this region.  

21  Rosenhouse 1984, 24. 
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khalli s-sekkrÁt Ýa janab.  
Leave the sugar aside. 

Many of the sentences cited previously provide stronger evidence, 
since they constitute speech acts in which the speaker seeks to elicit a 
reaction (rather than an action), which is usually an emotion: ‘Your 
cooking is so tasty!’ ‘Look—the [poor] plants are dying!’ or ‘Why 
did you cut your [pretty] hair?!’ Thus, although it may be the case 
that morphological forms expressing an emotional “enhancement” 
occur more often in women’s speech, it may also be argued that it is 
the intimate context rather than the speaker’s gender that provides 
the motivation for choice of such forms. This certainly appears to be 
the case for Levantine, in which my male informants easily produce 
the -Át forms without any apparent apprehension that they are pro-
ducing “women’s speech.”  

More significantly, ÎalÐbÁt plurals and diminutives share the same 
semantic functions. The primary function of the diminutive is, of 
course, to express a small size or amount, and -Át fulfills that func-
tion in contexts such as this one (cited previously):  

ha-sh-shwayyit il-laÎmÁt mish ÎarzÁnÐn baÞa, khallÒÐhon! 
This tiny little bit of meat is not worth [keeping], finish it! 

The next sentence, like many other examples here, is understood to 
refer to a very specific small amount that is immediately at hand: 

ghasslÐ-li ha-l-baÞdÙnsÁt. 
Wash this (bit of) parsley for me. 

“Smallness” is, of course, relative; hence it is natural that the func-
tion of diminutives would extend semantically to include other judg-
ments associated with small size, such as tenderness or disdain. Simi-
lar extensions of meaning occur with ÎalÐbÁt plurals. 

The secondary function of the diminutive to express tenderness is 
paralleled by Levantine -Át. Many of the examples cited in this essay 
find their natural occurrence in tender or intimate situations, such as 
the pleasure of the speaker enjoying cool mountain weather, ‘Ahh! 
How beautiful this cool air is!’ and the evocation of a beautiful set-
ting, ‘We sat in that sun!’ Our title phrase, ‘Drink your milks!’ would 
normally be heard among family members, and especially from a pa-
rent to a child, in a situation calling for tenderness, concern, or cajol-
ing. Likewise, the use of these plurals in imperatives—this is quite 
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literally “kitchen Arabic”—may be a way of softening the tone of the 
verb, as in this gentle directive not to add the sugar just yet: 

khalli s-sekkrÁt Ýa janab.  
Leave the sugar aside.  

In addition, Levantine speakers often use arÃ ‘land’ and ahl ‘family’ 
with -Át: arÃÁt ‘land(s)’ and ahlÁt ‘family (members) in particular 
kinds of contexts,’22 such as inquiring about each other’s families: 

kÐfon ahlÁtik? shu akhbÁron? sallmÐ-li Ýalÿhon ktÐr. 
How is your family? What’s new with them? Please give them my 
best. 

Here the use of ahlÁt enhances the speaker’s solicitousness of her 
addressee’s loved ones. 

Another secondary role of the diminutive is to express disdain or dis-
taste, and this function can be carried out by Levantine -Át plurals as 
well: 

laÎmÁta mbayynÐn  
Her flesh is showing (she is improperly dressed). 

emta Îa-tshÐl ha-l-waskhÁt? 
When are you going to clean up this dirt/mess? 

The idiom ÞeÒaÒ u khabriyyÁt, which can mean either ‘tall tales’ or 
‘troubles and hardships, trials and tribulations,’ expresses either dis-
approval or aversion: 

mÁ ÝÁd ili jlÁde iÎki maÝu, zhiÞt ha-l-ÞeÒÁÒ wi-l-khabriyyÁt. 
I no longer feel like talking to him, I’m fed up with those tall tales. 

It often occurs in narratives about loathesome experiences as a catch-
all of distaste:  

ÒÁr maÝi khabÔ u Ãarb … u ÞeÒaÒ u khabriyyÁt 
I underwent bumping and hitting … and trials and tribulations. 

The plural diminutive wlaydÁt ‘little children’ (or perhaps ‘little 
brats?’) is cited by informants in reference to immature children or 
young people who are misbehaving or misspeaking, as in: 

                                    
22  It is interesting that Classical grammars admit both sound plural endings -Ùn/ 

-Ðn and -Át on both of these nouns: arÃ pl. arÃÙn or arÃÁt ‘land’ and ahl pl. ahlÙn or 
ahlÁt ‘family’ (Fischer 2002, 66 and Wright 1898, 1:195, 198). According to the 
grammars, these -Át plurals should be plurals of paucity, but it is difficult to imagine 
such a context and meaning for them.  
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shu beddak fÐhon, hayd½le wlaydÁt mÁ byaÝrfu shi  
Never mind them, they are little children who don’t know anything. 

The same idea can be—and often is—conveyed by the phrase wlÁd 
ÒghÁr ‘little kids:’ 

shu beddak fÐhon, hayd½le wlÁd ÒghÁr mÁ byaÝrfu shi  
Never mind them, they are little kids who don’t know anything. 

However, the “enhancement” of wlaydÁt in the former expresses 
contempt on the part of the speaker. The next example expresses a 
very gentle criticism in which the “enhanced” -Át of il-mayyÁt works 
with the adjective mbaÎbaÎ ‘generous’ to soften the phrase. The ad-
dition of diminutive ‘a bit’ to the English translation conveys a simi-
lar softening: 

il-ÝadsÁt mÁ raÎ yistwu hÿk—il-mayyÁt mbaÎbÎÐn  
The lentils will never cook like that—the water is a bit too “gener-
ous.” 

This comment may be contrasted with a more direct and harsh alter-
native: 

lÿsh kattarti l-mayy?  
Why did you put so much water?’ 

The word “contempt” might be a bit strong for the word shawbÁt 
‘hot weather,’ but informants confirm its negative connotation: 

maraÞ ÝalÁyna shwayyit shawbÁt byiÞtlu! 
We had some killer hot weather!  

The unpleasantness of the hot weather stands in complete contrast to 
the very pleasant nature of cool weather:  

ha-l-brÙdÁt shu ÎilwÐn!  
This cool air is so nice! 

This last pair demonstrates another feature of the “enhancement” 
function of this marking, namely, that the positive or negative conno-
tations of words that commonly take -Át plurals appear to be constant 
for most words. Informants agree that, for example, brÙdÁt means 
‘cool air’ rather than ‘cold air’(bard), while shawbÁt is universally 
detested as unpleasantly hot. Even the word laÎmÁt, which at first 
seems to be an exception, is actually used in two different senses, ef-
fectively making them two different words: the first, ‘meat,’ indicat-
ing food, has a positive connotation, while ‘flesh’ in reference to hu-
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man beings is disdainful. However, this is not always the case. The 
negative emotion expressed by -Át plurals, such as impatience, may 
be directed not at the object itself but rather at the situation or the in-
terlocutor. A frustrated parent might yell, 

khalliÒni shrÁb ÎalÐbÁtak ta-nrÙÎ ba’a! 
Hurry up, drink your milk so we can go! 

Context thus remains the key determinant in interpreting the emo-
tional value of the ÎalÐbÁt plurals. 

If this analysis is correct and -Át does, in fact, have a secondary 
enhancement function, where did it come from? Is it a Levantine in-
novation? In Classical Arabic, -Át represents one possible pattern for 
the so-called jamÝ al-jamÝ ‘plural of a plural.’ SÐbawayh and Wright 
both list several examples of this form, such as jimÁlÁt ‘camels,’ ri-
jÁlÁt ‘men,’ and kilÁbÁt ‘dogs,’ but do not specify their meaning;23 
Fischer offers an “enhanced” meaning for the plural of buyÙt 
‘houses:’ buyÙtÁt ‘noble families.’24 This lone clue to the function of 
the plural of the plural provides just enough of a toehold to speculate 
that Classical -Át as the plural of a plural might have had a secondary 
function of “enhancement”—a function not entirely different from its 
Levantine use on generic nouns. In both cases, -Át is superfluous as a 
plural marker: in the case of Levantine, because the original noun is 
generic, and in the case of Classical Arabic, because it represents an 
“extra” layer of plurality. The word wlaydÁt ‘little kids, brats’ 
(above) and the contemptuous klaybÁt ‘little dogs’ underscores an as-
sociation between -ât and the diminutive in emotionally enhanced 
contexts in Levantine Arabic. An example of this same association 
with an intimate, tender meaning is a Lebanese expression for ‘Home 
Sweet Home:’ 

bayti yÁ bwaytÁti yÁ msattir-li ÝwaybÁti 
My house, my little house, you cover up my little faults. 

Within the spoken register, Rosenhouse notes the use of -Át as plural 
of a plural in bedouin dialects, listing examples alf ‘thousand’ pl. 
ulufÁt and farg ‘difference’ pl. furugÁt, both of which are words that 

                                    
23  SÐbawayh 3:618–20; Wright 1989 1:232. Wright restricts the use of “secon-

dary plurals,” as he calls jamÝ al-jamÝ, to numbers nine or greater or an indefinite 
number (ibid.), but does not distinguish between broken and sound secondary plu-
rals.  

24  Fischer 2002, 68. 
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can conceivably be semantically “enhanced.”25 Less clear are exam-
ples given by de Jong from a northern Sinai bedouin dialect that con-
trast paucal plural and broken plural nouns only in count noun con-
texts. Most of his examples consist of the expected contrast between 
count (sound) and non-count (broken) nouns, but this one contains an 
unexpected broken plural with the number five: 

itfarrig itwaddiy lÿhin iÎÒaÒ laÎam … inkÁn ikhwÁnhiy thalÁthih,  
talga thalath ÎuÒÒÁt, w inkÁnhum khamsah, khamas iÎÒaÒ 
You will distribute and send them portions of meat … if she has three 
brothers and sisters, you will find three portions, and if they are five, 
five portions.26 

This last utterance suggests that the contrast between these two plural 
forms does not always rest on quantity alone. However, more contex-
tualized non-count examples are needed to establish an “enhance-
ment” function. 

So far we have examined only substantives. The relationship of 
substantive plural marker -Át to the use of -Át on attributive adjec-
tives and participles presents another problem; unfortunately, it is 
one for which little data is available. Cowell mentions an attributive 
use of -Át in urban Syrian on “some” adjectives “when attributive to 
a plural in -Át of a feminine count noun: banad½rÁt mÁwiyyÁt ‘juicy 
tomatoes’ (or, more usually, banad½rÁt mÁwiyye).”27 My Lebanese 
informants categorically reject both forms, a judgment that under-
scores the well-known dialect variation within the Levant region. 
The construction banad½rÁt mÁwiyyÁt is more likely to be found in 
bedouin dialects, which make greater use of -Át as an option for plu-
ral concord of all types. Rosenhouse reports attributive -Át plurals in 
both female human and feminine non-human contexts and, con-
versely, records that human feminine plurals take either feminine 
plural or masculine plural agreement, as in bgarÁt guwiyyÁt ‘strong 
cows’ and the variant forms niswÁn zÿnÁt or zÿnÐn ‘good women.’28 
Ingham’s Najdi examples include three possible attributive agree-
ment patterns with byÙt ‘tents/houses:’29  

 

                                    
25  Rosenhouse 1984, 102 and 271. 
26  De Jong 2000, 242–3. 
27  Cowell 1964, 201. 
28  Rosenhouse 1984, 46, citing also Johnstone 1967, 165–6.  
29  Ingham 1994, 51, 64, and 63. 
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byÙt-in ÔuwÁl ‘tall houses’  

al-byÙt mafrÙshÁt ‘the tents (were) carpeted’  

byÙt-in zÿnah ‘good houses’ 

Existing data indicate that attributive -Át is always optional. For fe-
male humans it is usually paired with -Ðn or a broken plural, and for 
nonhuman plurals, it may be paired with a broken plural or collective 
-a. Examples containing female human plural nouns with collective 
feminine singular agreement seem not to exist, and this gap suggests 
that -Át implies a degree of individuation. Also, Ingham’s examples 
ÁdhÁnu mitsaddidÁt ‘his ears (were) closed (he was deaf)’ and al-
arÃÿn mitjÁwirÁt ‘the two plots were adjacent’ score high on the in-
dividuation scale, and contrast with as-sinÐn is-sÁbgah ‘by-gone 
years’ and maghÁtÐr zÿnah ‘good white camels.’30 The individuation 
analysis finds support in Ingham’s observation that “[t]he use of the 
feminine plural in reference to an inanimate (nonhuman) plural is ve-
ry common when a pronoun affix is involved”31—in other words, 
when the noun is highly individuated. Thus attributive -Át may func-
tion as a marker of individuation for nonhuman nouns in those varie-
ties of spoken Arabic in which it is productive. Without a body of 
contextualized examples, however, this remains mere speculation. 

Available data thus support the thesis that Levantine -Át plurals 
function on three levels: first, as a count plural for singulative nouns; 
second, as a highly individuated plural for generic nouns in which 
the important features are specificity and contextual prominence, and 
third, in some contexts, as an “enhancer” that expresses either ten-
derness, in positive contexts, or distaste, in negative ones. Evidence 
has shown a high degree of correspondence between the secondary 
functions of the diminutive on one hand and those of the Levantine 
generic -Át plural on the other: both mark high specificity, contextual 
prominence, and enhancement on an emotional scale. While Classi-
cal grammars express the “disparaging” function of the diminutive in 
a stronger term (taÎqÐr) than those used here for the ÎalÐbÁt plurals, it 
is not qualitatively different. Hence, although it would be rash to call 
the ÎalÐbÁt plurals diminutives, they can be said to fulfill functions 
similar to those of the morphological diminutives in those registers 
and varieties in which they exist.  
                                    

30  Ibid., 64. 
31  Ibid. 
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We are now in a better position to appreciate the full meaning of 
the phrase bÎibbik Þadd il-baÎr u samkÁtu, in which samkÁt is the 
plural of samke, but its meaning here goes beyond “fishes,” even 
highly salient ones. It is clearly not an individuated plural with em-
phasis on the quantity, nor a diminutive of smallness—in fact, its 
connotation is quite the opposite, since the phrase clearly aims to ex-
press an immeasurable amount. In this context, -Át clearly functions 
in its secondary role as “enhancer,” echoing the tender meaning of 
the endearment, and amplifying it. 

The ÎalÐbÁt plurals thus provide further evidence of the impor-
tance of individuation features in explaining nominal marking in 
Levantine Arabic. More importantly, the parallels in function be-
tween ÎalÐbÁt plurals and diminutives, added to the prevalence of the 
ethical dative in spoken registers, indicate that the attitude of the 
speaker toward nominal entities is expressed morphologically in 
spoken Arabic, and suggest that some kind of “speaker attitude” may 
belong to the constellation of features in the individuation contin-
uum. In addition, this study of Levantine -Át plurals calls for further 
exploration of the relationship between number and individuation in 
all registers of Arabic. Such a study will need contextualized exam-
ples in order to provide the pragmatic and functional meanings of the 
forms. Did plurals of paucity in Classical Arabic have a secondary 
function to mark a high degree of individuation, or even enhance-
ment? These questions await further exploration; meanwhile,  
 

bsaynÁtak l-ÎilwÐn Ýam yishrabu ÎalÐbÁton. 
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